PROJECT:
QUEEN STREET CHAMBERS ACOUSTIC SLIDING DOOR
Queen Street belongs to the commercial and
financial central business district (CBD) of
Melbourne, with sky scraping office buildings
in abundance. Widely renowned Queen Street
provides amazing views of Melbourne and is home
to some of the most prestigious high-end offices.
Among the top liveable cities in the world, Melbourne is
famous for the design elements of the cultural art scene,
accompanied by its amazing infrastructure. Combining these
two elements, offices of today are trending towards sleek
designs, flexible space, as well as the need for private areas
for important business meetings. A key aspect of the project
was acoustic integrity in the boardrooms to ensure noise did
not play a factor and privacy was attained.

THE SPACE
A complete tenancy fit-out of multiple floors of the Queens St
building was required with construction of individual barrister
chambers complete with bespoke joinery. IRM Interiors were
instrumental in the new design fit-out, encompassing everything
from fully equipped kitchens, catering, utility and bathroom
facilities and construction of soundproof boardrooms.

ARCHITECT
Cox
BUILDER
IRM Interiors
LOCATION
Queen Street, Melbourne
PRODUCTS
Acoustic Sliders

When office design is determined with acoustic
performance in mind, privacy is of the utmost
importance for allocated spaces such as boardrooms,
meeting and conference rooms. These spaces are
designed to ensure employees have quiet rooms to
access where they can comfortably work away from
noise of other departments in the optimum sound level
environment.
With acoustic integrity being a standout project feature
to the boardroom fit-out, the project team had to source
a product with a compliant acoustic rating and which
was also extremely pleasing aesthetically. This resulted
in Lotus being chosen for the multi floor boardroom
fit-out due to its high-end look, ease of use and certified
acoustic rating. IRM Interiors were strong advocates of
Lotus as they had worked with the company previously
and were aware of the high quality of the product
combined with many beautiful design options and
seamless service throughout the design, supply and
installation process.

THE SOLUTION
Lotus’ Acoustic Glass Slider systems were used in two
boardrooms within the office interior fit-out to deliver
acoustic benefits to the room, whilst fitting perfectly
with the interior design elements and vision from IRM
Interiors.
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One framed glass slider with a customised black
film print (applied by the customer after installation)
and one clear slider were supplied and installed in
2 separate boardroom locations, each door fitting
perfectly with the interior design of the surrounding
office space.
Acoustic ratings were important in the boardrooms
given the nature of the business and its need for
areas of complete privacy so Acoustic Engineers
were appointed to review all construction methods
and ensure compliance of acoustic integrity and
commercial soundproofing. Lotus Acoustic Sliders
offer a fully resolved, proprietary acoustic sliding
panel system that meets the needs of office space
designs of today and the future.
The result of Queen Street Chambers in the heart of
Melbourne’s CBD is pure office elegance with peace of
mind the acoustic requirement was achieved, allowing
for meetings without noise interference and ultimate
privacy.

“The Lotus Sliding Door System was a huge success. Lotus delivered
fantastic sliding doors that looked aesthetically upmarket, were acoustically
compliant and functioned with ease. I wouldn’t hesitate using Lotus for any
operable door or wall as they are truly the leading player in this field, and
great to deal with from early on in the design phase through to installation
and project delivery”
- Stefan Scardamaglia, Project Manager, IRM Interiors
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